SPOTLIGHT ON: SHERWIN-WILLIAMS IN MALAYSIA

Expanding

into the Southernmost Parts of Asia

S

herwin-Williams entered Malaysia in 2008 with
the acquisition of InChem and its facility in Johor
Bahru. Kevin Bricker, vice president and general
manager, Global Finishes Group - Asia-Pacific, says,
“Malaysia drives our expansion into the southernmost
parts of Asia. It’s very strategic for us.” Today the
Johor Bahru plant supplies paint and R&D services
to a growing list of manufacturers in Malaysia and
beyond, including to Singapore, Vietnam, Thailand, the
Philippines, Myanmar, Pakistan and now Indonesia.
Thanks to the support from Malaysia, Sherwin-Williams
is preparing to open a blending facility and R&D lab in
Indonesia in 2016. "Indonesia is the fourth most populous
country in the world. It's a country that's developing very Kevin Bricker
fast, so there are tremendous opportunities," explains Kevin.
Sherwin-Williams has more than 240 employees in Malaysia, with 129 at the Johor
Bahru plant. Eighty percent of the business is export, and 90 percent of sales are
wood coatings. At the same time, they’ve seen growth in protective and marine, metal,
and plastic coatings. We talked to three employees to learn more about their roles in
Sherwin-Williams expansion into more of Asia.

Rin Fong Tang, Johor Bahru Plant Manager,
Global Supply Chain

"I'm

proud to have worked at this plant for over
17 years,” says Rin Fong. He started out as a
production executive, was promoted to Operations manager in
2003 and his current position in 2009. “At first we were just a small
company. After joining Sherwin-Williams, we’ve been able to sell
to more countries. We’ve also implemented many corporate global
standards, receiving the Corporate Housekeeping Excellence Award
in both 2009 and 2014.”

As plant manager, he always makes safety the first
priority. “Sherwin-Williams cares very much about
employees and their well-being. Since 2013, we’ve
been doing great — with more than 890 days with
no recordable cases of accidents.”
One of the best things about his job is implementing lean
manufacturing concepts to improve operations. “We’ve done Six
Sigma management at the plant,” a method that strives for near
perfection in all aspects of manufacturing. “I’d like to do more with
Six Sigma in the future and make the company even better.”
Rin Fong is a bonsai enthusiast and cares for an impressive 56 trees
in his free time.
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Hery Toh, Sales Director – Indonesia,
Product Finishes Division

Since

joining the company
in 2013, Hery has
been instrumental in growing business in Surabaya,
Indonesia, home to some of the country’s largest
furniture manufacturers. “We focus mainly on wood
coatings, but I see excellent potential to gain more
market share with other coatings. We can provide
better service and a faster response to customers
compared to the competition.”

Hery oversees a team of eight employees in Surabaya,
including a dedicated sales manager for one major
account. “If our customer places an order, we forward
it to customer service in Malaysia. If they have a special
product request, we will contact the Malaysia R&D lab.”

Once the new blending facility and R&D
lab opens in Surabaya, Sherwin-Williams
will be able to provide more customer
service direct from Indonesia.
Hery notes, “I am glad to be a part of a company with
such a long history.” He is happily married with three
children and vacations every year with his family in Bali.

CK Tan, Sales Director for Malaysia
and Indonesia, Product Finishes Division

CK,

who joined the company in 2012,
manages a team of more than 40 people,
and is enjoying the opportunities and challenges of
leading S-W in its expansion. “Two years ago, we didn’t
even have an office in Indonesia. We’ve identified great
market potential there because of our ability to provide
good solutions to customers.”

While the vast majority of the business is
wood coatings for residential furniture, he
sees growing opportunities in coatings for
electronics and general finishing applications.
“By having a factory here in Malaysia, we’ve improved
our response to customers,” including the ability to match
colors from the Global Color Center in the U.S. “This is
a valuable service we can provide to buyers,” especially
furniture exporters to the U.S., Europe and Australia. “We
grew sales 30 percent in 2014, and this year we’re seeing
double-digit growth. We are on the right track to more
profitable growth.”
In his spare time, CK plays badminton and enjoys
vacationing with his wife and three children.
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Business WITHOUT Boundaries

Setting a Global Standard
for Quality

A

ccording to David Vodhanel, Global manager, Plant
Technical Services (PTS), “Our goal is to make sure that no
matter where a customer is getting their S-W paint, they’re
getting the exact same world-class quality.” PTS is a team within
the Global Supply Chain (GSC) that works across geographical
and division boundaries to help implement quality standards and
troubleshoot technical issues.
One of the most important jobs for PTS is helping Sherwin-Williams
plants roll out quality standards such as fill checks — a final check on
a batch of paint before filling the container.
When Shaun Burson, PTS representative - Asia-Pacific Region,
works on bringing a standard such as fill checks to facilities in Asia,
one of his major tasks is to learn how other S-W facilities have
successfully implemented the same standard — and then share that
knowledge with plants in his region to make it easier for them. “We’re
able to contact almost anyone throughout the company on almost
any technical issue.”
For example, Shaun discovered solutions that might help plants
around the world, including in Asia, to increase efficiency when
performing fill checks. “A plant in Sweden trained their workers on
the fill line to do a fill check instead of having to go to QC.”
Shaun works with a local counterpart such as Shirley Tan, AsiaPacific Regional PTS representative, who is based in Shanghai, China,
and visits facilities across Asia. Shirley says, “We are bridging the gap
between chemists and operations. It’s important to have PTS on site
because different sites have a different culture. Maybe we cannot
use the same methods to do the same things.” For example, “in the
Changzhou plant, I suggested that they could do fill check for five
or six products first and then see how it works,” allowing them to
become more familiar with the fill check process.
Shirley collaborates in turn with quality managers such
as Neil Min, Process Control and Quality manager GSC Asia. “When we did a check on a product, we
found the quality was not stable because of the
testing methods. Shirley helped us find out what
the testing methods should be under what
conditions.” Neil has also worked with Shirley
to share his expertise. “It’s great to help our
Global Supply Chain become more efficient and
produce higher quality products,” he explains.

As PTS promotes quality
across Sherwin-Williams, it’s also
changing how people like Shirley
view their work. “Before, I used to see
things only from an R&D perspective. Now,
I’ve learned that I need to look at things from a
more global business perspective.”
Top photo: Shirely Tan and Neil Min
At right: David Vodhanel and Shaun Burson
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SPOTLIGHT ON: GLOBAL SUPPLY CHAIN TWO YEARS IN

One Team for Worldwide Production
Established in May 2012, Global Supply Chain (GSC)
manages manufacturing and distribution capabilities
for Sherwin-Williams worldwide. The core idea behind
forming the GSC was to promote best practices,
and to standardize processes, tools and procedures
around the world. For a perspective on today’s GSC,
we talked to an employee in each of the GSC’s four
regions: North America, Latin America, Europe-Middle
East-Africa (EMEA) and Asia-Pacific.

North America
“Driving great new ideas, regardless of where they come
from, is something that’s important to us,” says Joe Sladek,
vice president, Engineering, Quality, EHS&S, who helps
guide the consistency of GSC strategy in his work. “It’s really
important to collaborate and work together with the facilities
around the world. It doesn’t matter where new ideas come
from; it matters what the new ideas can do for the organization.”
For example, “Our standard work group went to Brazil and
participated in lean manufacturing training.
We were able to use a number of ideas
and bring them back to the U.S. We’re
also working very closely with Latin
America in driving our reliability
excellence goals, and we’re really
starting to touch all parts of the
organization around the world. It’s
a two-way street where you learn
from other parts of the world and
they learn from you.”
As Joe continues his work
to ensure that strategy aligns
throughout the GSC, he sees a
bright future for the division.
“We’re still at a point where
our opportunities to
drive improvement
and progress
are limitless.”
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Latin America
Daniela Cristian Bin, Operations manager – Sumaré,
Brazil, has been involved in the many changes at her plant since
she joined Sherwin-Williams and the GSC in June 2013. “Shortly
after being hired, Jesus Morales arrived from Mexico as
Operations director, and he made us aware of the best practices
in Mexico in customer service for gallons availability.”
As Daniela worked with the team in the plant on applying
these and other best practices, she also understood the
importance of balancing them with the unique characteristics
and needs of the facility. “The Sumaré plant is known for having
Lean work cells,” she says, an advantage that made the entire
facility more efficient — and one the team didn’t want to lose.
“Following my understanding of the process, I proposed keeping
the cells, but at the same time applying the new ideas,” which
included measures that helped reduce production backlog while
increasing collaboration and engagement in the plant.
Daniela continues to work on a variety of projects in the
plant, effecting improvements in everything from quality
to customer service to cost control, and that makes her job
especially satisfying. “I’m very excited to be a part of
Sherwin-Williams and the Global Supply Chain team. During
this year I have had the opportunity to present many different
projects. Without the support, recognition and suggestions of
the GSC team, bringing them to fruition would be impossible.”

SPOTLIGHT ON: GLOBAL SUPPLY CHAIN TWO YEARS IN

Asia-Pacific
“Sherwin-Williams used to be a U.S.-focused company
but now we have become a truly global company,” says
Bruce Xiong, director of Operations and the Supply Chain
- North Asia. “Before the GSC, we didn’t have many global
resources in Asia and we had to think about what processes
to establish. After the GSC, we have more resources at our
disposal, more best practices to take advantage of — we just
need to execute them. For many standards in North Asia, we are
adopting practices from other sites.”
For example, a plant manager from Asia traveled to a plant
in Brazil to learn about lean manufacturing practices. “That’s a
really fantastic site. After he returned to Asia, he shared the best
practices with us from his session.”
Bruce’s region also has its own strengths. “North Asia is
the pioneer for Oracle,” a business management system that
Sherwin-Williams is promoting globally. “We launched Oracle
years ago, and the global IT team accumulated experience that
we’re sharing with other GSC sites to help them implement the
new system.”
Bruce, who thrives on change, has enjoyed being a part of
the GSC since 2012. “I am glad to be a part of these changes
and lead them in my region.”

EMEA
“Sherwin-Williams in North America has been very
established for many years when it comes to people,
processes and tools, with many well-defined procedures,”
says Mattias Olsson, area director of Operations – North
Europe. “We are on that journey in Europe. A lot of my work
is providing the direction of where we go to continue driving
improvements and create that culture. What we tend to find in
Europe is that we’re defining some processes based on what
other regions have been able to accomplish.
For example, “North America has built a good safety culture
over many years. In North Europe, we are working to create
a better working environment. For example, we’re looking at
what was done before manually, and asking how can we do
that automatically?”
He also works on projects in a variety of areas such as
quality and service, helping to establish those processes and
procedures. “All of us are getting our hands into different
things including some that are unique to us in Europe and
that’s exciting too. You get a chance to really build something
for the future.”
When Mattias joined Sherwin-Williams in 2003, “never did
I imagine that I would get the opportunity to go back to my
home country of Sweden and work for Sherwin-Williams,
as I’m doing today for the GSC — that is just so exciting.”

SHERWIN-WILLIAMS
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LEADERS AT EVERY LEVEL

Reflections on Leadership from...

Vincent Li
Operations Manager – Jiading, Global Supply Chain, Shanghai, China

S

ince March 2013, Vincent Li has
served as Operations manager for the
company’s Jiading factory in Shanghai,
China, where he oversees everything
involved with production, from safety
and operating costs to timing and
equipment maintenance.

Be warm to everyone you work with.
One character trait a leader needs to be
successful is warmth. You should be warm to
everyone in the company, no matter what
department they belong to. Even if someone
comes to you with a problem and it’s not
necessarily part of your responsibilities, you
should show warmth towards him or her and
try to help.

Reward team efforts.
I promote teamwork by arranging my
employees into different groups, where I
reward the entire group for their efforts
instead of just the individual. The whole
workshop is a collective and every small
group within that workshop is also a
collective. I always emphasize the group. I
tell them they’re working for the good of
the whole group. From my perspective, if the
group does well then that’s a job well done.

You have to trust your employees.
The best way to gain the support of
your team is through trust. To be a leader,
you have to trust your employees. There’s
a Chinese saying, ‘Don’t suspect your
employees, and don’t hire suspicious people.’
When you assign a task to someone you
should first trust the employee and trust
that they can handle the work. To do this,
you have to communicate often with your
employees so that you understand each
other. Trust is a two-way street. When your
employees feel that you trust in them, they
will come to trust in you as well.

How you communicate matters.
I think face-to-face communication is the
best way to stay in touch with individual
employees. It’s much more effective than

talking with them by telephone or any other
method of communication because it’s more
personal. But for the entire team, it’s really
important to do team-building activities
together, like having dinner, singing karaoke
or going outdoors. We do activities like this
every quarter.

Remember you’re a role model.
According to the Chinese saying, ‘When
you stand up straight, you won’t fear your
shadow is curved.’ Only when you’re a good,
upstanding individual will your employees be
the same. You have to treat each employee
fairly and serve as a good role model for
everyone you lead.

Favorite activity in your
spare time? Fishing.
What music do you listen
to? A lot of Chinese music from
the 1990s, like songs by Beyond,
Zhang Xueyou and Andy Lau.

Favorite vacation places?
I really love being by the ocean.
I’ve enjoyed visiting Dalian and
Qingdao, two cities in China that
are on the ocean. Someday, I
hope to travel to the Maldives.
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LEADERS AT EVERY LEVEL

Reflections on Leadership from...

Leo Li
Senior Sales Manager, Protective &
Marine Coatings Division, Shanghai China
Help employees embrace the company goals
It’s important to have employees realize that what they do for the
company is good for them too. You should help them combine their
goals together with your company’s goals, or at least help them to see
the overlap — that what they’re doing for the company is good for their
overall development and their career.

Make time for communication
When you’re in charge of sales, you’re responsible for your own clients.
But when you become a leader in sales, you need to communicate with
your team and your peers too. You have to spend at least half of your
time communicating with others, including other departments such as
R&D, technical services and finance. You need to establish good working
relationships with the right people, which will ultimately be helpful for
your work and your team.

Attitude matters
My former sales manager had a tremendous influence on me. He would
always communicate with kindness whenever he talked to you. He might
have to be direct about some things, but his attitude was very kind. Also,
he was always willing to support and assist you in any way he could. He
left a really good impression with everyone in the office because he was so
willing to work with you. In turn, it made everyone more willing to work
hard on their own tasks.

Support employees through challenges
If my team members face challenges or difficulties,
I’ll work together with them to identify those
challenges and what they need to do to overcome
them. Sometimes the team member has never had this
experience and needs someone to give them some
encouragement. Just hearing from someone who has
been there before can make them feel more confident.

Keep learning
You have to stay up-to-date on things, whether it’s
management, your products, the company or even
changes in society. I read books about management,
leadership, strategy, and planning. There are all kinds
of learning materials and training opportunities out
there, but you have to make time for learning. It’s very
important to keep improving yourself for the sake of
your career development. It ultimately makes you a
stronger leader.

Favorite pastimes? Jogging, reading and hot yoga.
Favorite song? `Friend, Don’t Cry’ by David Lui.
What would surprise people to learn about
you? People in China are surprised I got an MBA at 33; here,
most people want to finish ‘studying’ by their mid-twenties.
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GLOBAL SAFETY

Blazing Ahead with Safer Processing

“T

here are many flammable
materials in the paint industry,”
says Wanggen Huang, plant
process manager, Zhaoqing plant, Global
Supply Chain - China. “As new products
continue to be developed, we will face
more and more flammable materials that
require special handling.” Fire prevention
is a priority at every S-W plant; beginning
in May 2014, the Zhaoqing facility made
improvements in how employees process
and handle flammable materials.
They started by making changes to
employee safety training and education.
“Every morning we have a meeting, and
now the first thing we discuss is safety,”
says Wanggen. “This is a good way for us
to quickly address safety concerns with
employees.” Relevant accidents in the news
are now used to talk about safety — one

From left: Wanggen Huang, Haijun Tang, Uku Chen.
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example is the dramatic Tianjin, China,
factory explosion that occurred in August
2015. “The day after it happened, we
discussed it during our morning meeting. We
identified the aspects of the accident that are
relevant to our work, and what we should be
careful about during production.”

Additionally, the team is more
proactive in addressing hazardous
situations. “If we happen to discover
a problem, we will invite everyone
in the plant to discuss, explore
solutions, and then we will work to
correct the problem together.”
“Employees also need to understand
how to properly operate our equipment
to help prevent fires,” says Haijun Tang,
plant maintenance engineer. “When new
equipment arrives in the factory, we train

employees on how to operate it. We also
discuss any potential safety risks and how to
avoid them.”
According to Haijun, “It’s important
to remind employees of the benefits of
following current safety procedures. For
example, maybe there was originally only
one step involved but now we’ve changed it
to include two or three steps. We tell them,
if you do things according to the original
procedure, there’s a risk. But if we do it this
way from now on, it will reduce the risk to
the lowest possible degree.”
Overall, the changes have increased the
plant’s prospects for keeping total safety
incidents to zero. “Now we’re even more
conscious about safety,” says Wanggen.
“We’re always talking about safety. Anyone
who comes to work here will be influenced
by our safety culture.”

Game-Changing Service Fuels China Expansion

“W

e were really interested in expanding to the
Wuhan market,” explains Gerry Ge, regional facilities
director for Sherwin-Williams China and part of the
team that helped S-W branch out to Wuhan. “We wanted to find
some way to get business first, and then set up the facility.” As
it happened, one of their largest customers, Foxconn, moved its
desktop production to Wuhan and named Sherwin-Williams
its primary liquid paint supplier. The catch — Foxconn asked
Sherwin-Williams to set up the new paint facility within six months.
Six months is very fast for a new facility in China. Normally, it
would take four times as long,
because applying for the necessary
work permits from the government
is a two-year process. But through
an innovative arrangement with
a local paint operator, who
agreed to handle paint blending,
Sherwin-Williams was able to
prepare the facility for the August
2010 opening day.
From day one, the Wuhan
facility, with just four employees,
has continued to go above and
beyond in service. Most of the
team relocated from other

Sherwin-Williams locations in China to support the new venture in
Wuhan. In their first few days, they prepared nearly 2,000 kilograms
(4,400 pounds) of paint for Foxconn within 24 hours, and also
provided same-day processing on another 2,000 kilograms of paint.
The Wuhan experience has influenced the S-W team’s China
expansion strategy — securing the Foxconn business before
construction significantly lowered setup costs. As a result, S-W
plans to open new operations in cities designated to become
future Foxconn factory locations — Zhengzhou and Chongqing.
And, they expect to leverage the Foxconn relationship to win
business from smaller customers who may not
know Sherwin-Williams.
Gerry believes that the
team’s success could be more
than just a China phenomenon.

“Here in China, the
business environment
changes very fast,
and the competition
is fierce. So you need
more game-changing
ideas. Our success in China
could be a model for how to
respond to the market anywhere
in the world.”

From left: Huang HongTu, technical service rep;
Yang CaiYun, QC technician; Carissa Zhang,
sales coordinator; Michael Weitzman, sales
manager, Qi DeLiang, warehouse operator.
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